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“GBS stories are uplifting,  
beautifully shot and short.” 

- ADWEEK



    

    

Our Mission
Great Big Story is a global media company  

devoted to cinematic storytelling about  
the untold, the overlooked and the flat-out 

 amazing. We connect the world,  
one story at a time.

We’ve Told    
Over 1,400 
Stories 
in 80 Countries

We Tell Stories 
Via our unique, cinematic style—that connects with 
our audience in emotional, impactful ways that drive 
meaningful engagement.
   

Our Story Themes 
and Lengths Are Fully 
Customizable 
And run the gamut from :60 snackable snippets to 2-3 
minute micro-docs to short films and full-length  
feature films.

We’re Built for Brands 
Brands can sponsor upcoming editorial videos by 
aligning with a theme, or creating a bespoke campaign 
via branded content.

What We Do

The Great Big Difference
When others embrace the trivial 
and the shocking, we find ways 
to tap into intellectual curiosity.

Instead of quick hits, we tell 
moving stories about humanity 
that strike an emotional chord. 

 Just read our thousands of  
user comments!

We focus on originality, quality 
and premium storytelling—  

not quantity.



Our Audience Loves Us. 
And We Dig Them.

Source: Lifetime numbers from Omniture SiteCatalyst, Facebook Analytics, YouTube Analytics, Facebook Audience Insights comScore (Q1’17).

They’re Engaged

They’re Young and Affluent

  15Min   35Min  20%  

 10M+

 
  51%  103K  32  49% 

Male

Crossplatform Fans Subscribers Fans Followers

Interaction Rate  
likes, comments, shares, clicks 

HHI Median AgeFemale

And They’re Growing

 300%  
    120M+ 

       1.7B+
Avg. Monthly Video Views

191K+  4.7M+1.3M+ 

Time Spent on Mobile Apps Time Spent on OTT

YoY Growth Crossplatform Views



    

Tentpole Opportunities
Great Big Story is always dreaming up new opportunities and collaborations where we’re willing to take 
brands along for the ride. These include big-name talent-led series, multiplatform partnerships and more. 

Here’s just a taste of our exciting tentpole opportunities this year.

GBS x TED
A yearlong global celebration of the TED Prize, its  
esteemed winners and their pursuits to better  
our world.

Great Big Historias 
Our great big Spanish and bilingual dive into stories 
endemic to the Hispanic-American community, unearthing 
untold narratives and fascinating characters.      

Human Nature  
with David de Rothschild
We’re going on an adventure with British personality  
David de Rothschild as he travels the globe searching  
for the distinct elements that make us human. 

Funk Plus One  
with Chris Funk
Discover some of the most unexpected musicians  
across the country with Chris Funk, multi-instrumentalist  
and founding member of The Decemberists. 

Cicada 3301 
Called the most elaborate and mysterious puzzle of the 
internet age, Cicada 3301 consists of a highly complex 
series of riddles and enigmas, and to solve it, you need 
expert skills in a varying range of disciplines, including 
steganography, cryptography, and even cyberpunk 
speculative fiction.  



    

Gaucho
One of the few remaining Patagonian Gauchos, Señor Riel, lives alone for nine months  
of every year, high up in the Andean Mountains. His house is accessible only only by  
horseback and the man’s skill set makes him an outdoor superman: farmer, cowboy and 
trapper. Gaucho gives us an unprecedented look into this overlooked and unexplored  
part of the world, with unparalleled access to Sr. Riel.

Goodbye Ice
This spectacular portrait of a disappearing landscape allows unprecedented access to one 
of the most pressing stories of our time: Just as the new presidential administration proposes 
to lop off funding to the EPA, we follow NASA scientists who spend their lives reading ice 
cores and mapping the edges of the earth to paint a visceral picture of the effects of climate 
change. Through science, art and the personal perspective of those living on the frontlines 
of climate change, we explore what it means to celebrate an endangered landscape—and 
what it will take to save the ice.

Nashville Moonlight
Nashville has been best known as a music town for a long time, mainly as a country music 
town. Two local musicians have completely immersed themselves in the sport of old 
Nashville by hosting authentic honky-tonk shows and picking parties. We’ll follow our two 
heroes leading a honky-tonk revival—by throwing honky-tonk parties at a dying American 
Legion, a breath of new life has given the surrounding community steady income, lots of 
music and a ton of new friends. 

The Big Man of Braddock
For nearly 100 years, Braddock, Pennsylvania, was the symbol of American prosperity as a 
thriving steel town. But when the steel mills left the region in the 1960s the town went into 
an economic tailspin. This Great Big Film showcases a cast of inspiring characters who  have 
dedicated their lives to rebuilding Braddock.

Higher Brothers
One of the hottest hip-hop acts you never heard of. Slowly building a fan base over the past 
10 years in small clubs and bedrooms in China, Higher Brothers are one of the most innovative 
hip-hop acts on the planet, brewing a combination of trap beats and syncopated Chinese 
rhyming styles unlike anything the world has ever heard.

Our audiences asked us, so we gave it to them—longer form, incredibly cinematic films that give our viewers 
more of the story. These amazing films all come with relevant shoulder content. Brands can align through 

executive producer credits and more!



Recent Awards and  
Industry Accolades

“In many ways, GBS’ success shows what strategies digital video upstarts 
might use to succeed in the current landscape.”

Best New Publisher • Nomination

Mobile Streaming Video • Honoree

Web Media Streaming • Honoree

Grand Arc Award • Honoree 
Best NonFiction Series • Honoree

News and Culture • NominationDiversity in Tech • Nomination

“GBS stories are uplifting, beautifully shot and short.”

“Great Big Story, the video-focused brand that CNN launched in 2015,  
has seen 300 percent growth year-over-year.” 

Industry love.

Award love.


